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In the emerging discipline of Evo-Devo, the analysis of gene expression patterns can be deceptive without
a clear understanding of the underlying regulatory strategies. Here, we use the paradigm of hand and foot
evolution to argue that the consideration of the regulatory mechanisms controlling developmental gene
expression is essential to resolve comparative conundrums. In this context, we discuss the adaptive rele-
vance of evolving stepwise, distinct developmental regulatory mechanisms to build an arm, i.e., a composite
structure with functional coherence.Along their proximal to distal axes, limbs can be broadly divided
into three parts: the most proximal part or stylopod contains the
humerus (the femur in hindlimbs), an intermediate part or zeugo-
pod contains the ulna and radius (tibia and fibula in hindlimbs),
and a distal part or autopod contains the bones of the hand
(foot in himdlimbs) including both the carpals (or tarsals) and
digits (Figure 1; see Tabin and Wolpert, 2007). When and how
did digits appear? And how well do we understand the evolu-
tionary relationships between the different kinds and numbers
of digits found in various animals?
Over the past 25 years, the discovery of molecular markers
has greatly helped to address these questions. Among these
markers, Hox genes belonging to the ‘‘posterior’’ halves of the
HoxA and HoxD clusters are critical for the development of the
proximo-distal organization, as illustrated by multiple series of
gene disruption experiments (Davis et al., 1995; Davis and
Capecchi, 1996; Dolle´ et al., 1993; Za´ka´ny et al., 1997; Za´ka´ny
and Duboule, 1996; Kmita et al., 2005). These analyses have
uncovered functions for these genes during both the patterning
and the subsequent growth of limb elements; while mutant
specimens can indeed be polydactylous, oligodactylous, or
even adactylous, the relative sizes and shapes of particular skel-
etal elements are generally affected too.
Both expression and functional analyses have established
distinct spatial and temporal signatures for Hoxa and Hoxd
genes, which clearly distinguish proximal from distal limb
regions. In the HoxA cluster, Hoxa11 functions in the zeugopod
whereas Hoxa13 labels the autopod (Yokouchi et al., 1991;
Nelson et al., 1996; Tamura et al., 2008). Likewise, posterior
Hoxd9 to Hoxd13 are coordinately expressed in two subsequent
phases (Figure 1). In the early phase, Hoxd9 to Hoxd12 are tran-
scribed in proximal regions, up to the boundary between the
zeugopod and the autopod, i.e., in those cells that will ultimately
build the humerus, radius, and ulna. Subsequently, a second
phase of expression develops into a clearly distinct, more distal
domain covering most of the autopod (Figure 1; Dolle´ et al., 1989;
Nelson et al., 1996). During this second phase, Hoxd10 to
Hoxd13 are expressed concomitantly, in the same domain yet
with decreasing transcriptional efficiencies, such that Hoxd13526 Developmental Cell 18, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.is transcribed at the highest level (Montavon et al., 2008). As
a consequence of this robust transcription, this latter gene is
expressed throughout the five digit primordia found in amniotes,
whereas Hoxd12, Hoxd11, and Hoxd10 transcripts are detected
in all digits but the future thumb, a quantitative effect sometimes
referred to as ‘‘reverse collinearity’’ (Nelson et al., 1996). This
uneven anterior to posterior (AP) distribution reflects both the
graded transcriptional efficiencies ofHoxd genes and the activity
of sonic hedgehog (Shh), which is expressed at the posterior
margin of the limb bud (Riddle et al., 1993; Drossopoulou
et al., 2000; Harfe et al., 2004). These specific distributions of
posterior Hoxa and Hoxd transcripts are globally conserved in
tetrapod limbs and similar patterns were described for Axolotl
and Xenopus (Torok et al., 1998; Christen et al., 2003; Satoh
et al., 2006; Ohgo et al., 2010).
Hoxd Gene Expression and the Origin of Digits
Comparisons between modern limbs, fossils, and recent sar-
copterygian fins reveal likely homologies between proximal
and intermediate limb bones and parts of fin skeletons (Coates,
1994; Cohn et al., 2002). However, when the most distal parts of
the appendages are considered, in particular the digits, struc-
tural relationships become problematic and hence homologies
between the autopod and ancestral fin elements have been
controversial (Coates, 1994, 1995; Coates et al., 2002; Wagner
and Chiu, 2001). Coates and colleagues consider digits as
generally related to fin radials (e.g., Coates, 1994; Friedman
et al., 2007), based on shared ontological and anatomical char-
acters (Friedman et al., 2007). Anatomical criteria, however, do
not exclude convergence, and the ontological argument (both
structures develop as buds and use similar genetic programs;
see Friedman et al., 2007) does not consider the proximal versus
distal parts separately, which makes it only moderately informa-
tive regarding the origin of digits.
Alternatively, structural and molecular differences have led
others to postulate a more recent origin for the autopodial field
including the digits, as opposed to that of more proximal limb
elements. This hypothesis implies different evolutionary trajecto-
ries for distal versus more proximal parts of the tetrapod limb and
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Figure 1. Expression Patterns Reflect Regulatory Strategies
Posterior Hoxd genes are regulated by long-range transcriptional enhancers
(green and yellow), located on opposite sides of the gene cluster. Enhancers
regulating the early and proximal phase (green) locate on the telomeric side,
whereas enhancers regulating the late and distal expression (yellow) locate
on the centromeric side. The centromeric (distal) enhancers interact asymmet-
rically with Hoxd10–13 in developing digits, resulting in higher levels of tran-
scription for Hoxd13 than for the other genes. This leads to the absence of
Hoxd10, Hoxd11, and Hoxd12 transcripts from the most anterior digit (Monta-
von et al., 2008). The mesopodium (carpals) will develop from the ‘‘no-Hoxd
land’’ located between the proximal and distal expression domains. In fishes
such as Polyodon, which show distal expression of Hoxd genes, it is as yet
unknown whether different regulatory modules exist or if the detected distal
expression derives from an extension of the early domain. This raises the
problem of relying upon expression patterns, rather than mechanisms, when
inferring homologies, and indicates that homologies can be ascertained only
when the phylogeny of the underlying cis-regulation is considered.
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view, the tetrapod limb is made out of two independent pieces
bearing distinct ontogenetic and phylogenetic histories (Holm-
green, 1952; Sordino et al., 1995; Wagner and Chiu, 2001;
reviewed in Wagner and Larsson, 2007). The conceptual distinc-
tion between homology and neomorphy must nevertheless be
handled carefully considering the facts that novel structures (1)
seldom arise entirely de novo and (2) obligatorily implement
preexisting genetic pathways and hence bear genetic signatures
related to preexisting morphologies.
Support for the latter view came from a comparison of Hox
gene expression between tetrapods and fishes, which revealed
the absence, in fins, of the clear bimodal signature of proximal
versus distal domains. In the zebrafish fin buds, a single phase
of Hoxd expression was distinguished, extending to the most
distal part of the presumptive endoskeleton, suggesting that
the fin to limb transition involved the acquisition of a new phase
of Hoxd transcription, functionally associated with the emer-
gence of the autopod and digits (Sordino and Duboule, 1996).
This interpretation was recently challenged after the examination
of fish species such as Polyodon, shark (Scyliorhinus), and lung-
fish (Neoceratodus), whose fins more closely resemble those of
tetrapod ancestors, for instance via the presence of a metaptery-
gium (Mabee, 2000). In these species, two phases of expression
were observed during pectoral fin development (Scyliorhinus,
Polyodon) and strong distal Hoxd13 signal was reported in finradials (Neoceratodus), suggesting the existence of the same
proximal and distal expression domains as in tetrapod limbs
(Davis et al., 2007; Freitas et al., 2007; Johanson et al., 2007).
In support of this view,Polyodon and sharkHoxd13 transcripts
extend more anteriorly than those of Hoxd12, as expected from
reverse collinearity (Davis et al., 2007; Freitas et al., 2007). Hoxd
expression was also reconsidered in zebrafish pectoral fin
buds and both the proximal and distal expression phase were
reported to exist in this fish too (Ahn and Ho, 2008). Altogether,
it was proposed that the two-phasedHoxd expression, including
that in the autopod, is an ancestral gnathostome character,
rather than a neomorphic trait of tetrapods (see Shubin et al.,
2009). By extension, distal fin cells labeled by the second phase
of Hoxd expression could possess an ‘‘autopodial identity’’
(Freitas et al., 2007), implying homology between fin radials
and digits (Johanson et al., 2007).
Do Fishes Have Digits?
These new expression data for Hoxd genes in fishes imply an
ancient origin for the distal Hoxd domain and the presence of
structures homologous to digits in fishes. However, a careful
examination of these data sets calls for some caution in several
respects. The description of multiple expression phases (see
Ahn and Ho, 2008) does not rely upon clear temporal and/or
topological observations, and Hoxd11 ‘‘proximal’’ and ‘‘distal’’
expression in fins refers to a unique and continuous domain,
unlike in tetrapods, wherein two distinct positive areas of the
limb are visible concomitantly, separated by a zone of no (or
low) Hox activity (see below). Also, while it is clear that Hoxd
expression in Polyodon fins becomes distal (Davis et al., 2007),
a similar trend occurs in the developing mouse limb within the
proximal domain itself (i.e., during the early phase) before the
autopod is formed (e.g., Nelson et al., 1996; Tarchini and
Duboule, 2006). In other words, should the autopod be absent,
expression of tetrapod Hox genes during the early proximal
phase would develop into a ‘‘distal’’ domain as observed in
Polyodon. In this latter case, a single extended expression
domain seems to include all of the future endoskeletal compo-
nents, and it is thus unclear how the Hox expression patterns
in the Polyodon fin would relate to the bimodal pattern of the
tetrapod limb.
It should also be noted that Hoxa11 and Hoxa13 transcripts
are expressed in the same domain in fin buds (Sordino et al.,
1995; van der Hoeven et al., 1996; Metscher et al., 2005; Davis
et al., 2007), a situation drastically different from tetrapods
wherein the two domains segregate early on to label proximal
versus distal parts. Therefore, qualifications such as ‘‘distal,’’
‘‘proximal,’’ ‘‘early,’’ or ‘‘late,’’ while helpful in an ontogenetic
context, are of little use whenever phylogenetic issues are being
considered, in particular when trying to homologize expression
patterns between structures as distinct as fins and limbs. This
problem can be partially addressed by considering a deeper
level of comparison, that of the underlying regulatory circuits,
rather than looking at the resulting expression patterns.
Patterns versus Mechanisms
Extensive genetic analysis of the HoxD locus in vivo has shown
that the proximal and distal expression phases are mechanisti-
cally disconnected from one another (Figure 1). Therefore, theDevelopmental Cell 18, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 527
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elements that can be clearly homologized with an ancestral fin
and those that cannot matches a region of transition between
two completely distinct regulatory modules controlling different,
yet partially overlapping, subsets ofHoxd genes. Different sets of
regulatory sequences are indeed located on opposite sides of
the gene cluster (Spitz et al., 2003, 2005; see Deschamps,
2007), such that the proximal domain (the forearm) is controlled
by sequences mapping telomeric to the cluster, whereas the
distal domain (the digits) is driven by enhancers lying on the
centromeric side (Gonzalez et al., 2007). Because Hoxd13 is
‘‘the closest’’ to the centromeric enhancers, it shows preferential
interactions and is thus expressed twice as strongly as Hoxd12.
This difference impacts the AP distribution of Hoxd13 in
presumptive digits and causes it to be expressed in future digit
I (the thumb), where other Hoxd genes are not transcribed.
This biased interaction of centromeric enhancers with posterior
Hoxd genes thus leads to the observed reverse collinearity in
digits (Montavon et al., 2008).
The distal regulation triggered by these global enhancers also
affects Lunapark (Lnp) and Evx2, two genes located on the
centromeric side of the cluster (Spitz et al., 2003) and expressed
in the same presumptive digit domain. In tetrapods, some of
these enhancers have been identified, in particular two
sequences referred to as CsB (part of the GCR sequence; Spitz
et al., 2003) and CsC (part of the Prox sequence; Gonzalez et al.,
2007), which can, on their own, elicit expression in distal limbs in
a transgenic context. While CsB is highly conserved in all verte-
brate genomes, the CsC sequence is found neither in fugu, nor in
tetraodon, whereas it is present in birds, Xenopus, and Anolis
(Gonzalez et al., 2007; data not shown). What do we know about
Hoxd gene regulation during pectoral fin development, which
could help ascertain homologies?
Unfortunately, a quantitative assessment of Hox transcripts in
budding fins is lacking, which makes the comparison with reverse
collinearity, as mechanistically defined in tetrapods, illegitimate.
In addition, the pufferfish CsB sequence, when introduced into
a mouse transgenic context, is unable to elicit expression in distal
limbs, whereas it triggers expression in neuronal populations
corresponding to another expected regulatory potential of this
sequence (Spitz et al., 2003). Finally, the zebrafish Lnp gene,
even though located at the same relative distance from
Hoxd13, does not show expression in developing fins (Ahn and
Ho, 2008) equivalent to that seen in the mouse limb bud. Given
the absence of regulatory and quantitative analyses of posterior
Hoxd gene regulation, the lack of apparent reverse collinearity
in zebrafish (Ahn and Ho, 2008), and the conflicting data
regarding genes known to be coregulated in the distal expression
phase in tetrapods (Lnp andEvx), the conclusion that this distinc-
tive tetrapod digit regulation may have a counterpart in fishes (see
Shubin et al., 2009) should perhaps await more evidence.
A No-Hoxd Land: When Two Domains Make Three
A defining feature of tetrapods (Gaffney, 1979) is the presence of
an interface between the digits and the radius/ulna, a collection
of nodular-shaped mesopodial elements (the carpals/tarsals)
that form the wrist and ankles and allow the hands and feet to
properly articulate with the rest of the limbs (see Coates et al.,
2002; Wagner and Chiu, 2001; Johanson et al., 2007). In terms528 Developmental Cell 18, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.of adaptive value, the emergence of fully functional limbs thus
required the coevolution of a mesopodium (carpus/tarsus) so
as to optimize the use of hands and feet in land-based locomo-
tion (Carroll, 1997). In this context, the mesopodium was an
essential novelty to be added to a sarcopterygian fin, either as
a new structure or via the transformation of preexisting elements.
We would like to propose that the evolution of a mesopodium
was made possible by the existence of two independent Hox
regulatory modules as opposed to a single ancestral one.
Hoxd expression levels influence both the pattern of mesen-
chymal condensations and their subsequent growth capacities
during limb development, in a dose-dependent manner. They
have also been associated with the induction of growth plates
(Boulet and Capecchi, 2004). The segregation of the two Hoxd
domains in tetrapods creates a no-Hoxd land, situated between
two series of elongated bones (the ulna-radius and the metacar-
pals), precisely at the future mesopodial position. Consequently,
this region includes those cells producing the lowest amount of
posterior Hox transcripts during limb development (Nelson
et al., 1996; Reno et al., 2008). A causal relationship between
high amounts of Hox products and long-shaped bones is further
supported by combined inactivations of Hoxd genes, which
produce ill-formed, less elongated bones (e.g., Za´ka´ny and
Duboule, 1996; Bruneau et al., 2001).
Interestingly, the only Hox gene permanently expressed in this
region is Hoxa13, whose ectopic gain of function can induce
zeugopodial to mesopodial homeotic transformations (Yokouchi
et al., 1995). In digits, this function is likely overruled by the
expression of Hoxd genes, leading to long bones with joints
(Figure 2). Mesopodial (carpus and tarsus) identity is thus deter-
mined by Hoxa13 expression together with low (if any) Hoxd
gene transcription. Mechanistically, the Hoxd bimodal regulation
thus provided an elegant and parsimonious solution in evolving
via the same genetic circuitry as both the digits and the accom-
panying carpal articulation by merely segregating apart a prox-
imal and a distal domain, leaving a Hoxd-free zone in between.
Understandably, this zone could not have been generated in
a system where Hox expression in limbs would be controlled
by a single regulatory module (Figure 2).
Should We Number Digits?
This zone of low Hox expression also includes the most anterior
digit, commonly referred to as ‘‘digit I’’ or the thumb (or big toe).
Unlike other presumptive digits, which express a broader range
of Hoxd genes from Hoxd10 to Hoxd13, the Most Anterior Digit
(MAD) indeed expresses Hoxd13 only, at low dose, in addition
to Hoxa13. This difference in Hoxd gene expression between
the MAD and other digits has been used as a signature of digit I
(Vargas and Fallon, 2005a, 2005b; Vargas et al., 2008; Vargas
and Wagner, 2009), an instrumental concept when discussing
autopod evolution. Tetrapods have evolved all kinds of digital
formulae, well adapted to various locomotive behaviors, illus-
trating the high flexibility of our distal limbs when compared
with the more constrained proximal parts. In particular, the
number of digits can vary substantially, either between distinct
classes of animals (compare a bird wing with a human hand),
or within highly related species such as among lizards.
Much like the case of homology between limbs and fins, the
homology relationships between digits of various animals have
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Figure 2. The Origin of the Wrist
The mesopodium (red) will develop from the low Hox zone (LHZ), located
between the early (green) and late (yellow) phases of Hoxd gene expression.
In this region, the only Hox gene permanently expressed is Hoxa13 (red).
Both the absence of Hoxd function and the expression of Hoxa13 are respon-
sible for the nodular character of mesopodial bones. In addition toHoxa13, the
most anterior digit (dark red) expresses low amounts of Hoxd13 alone, in
contrast to more posterior digits, which express the full set of posterior
Hoxd genes. In this view, the thumb can be genetically considered to be an
intermediate between the carpus and the digits. While tetrapod limbs show
this clear separation of two series of long bones by the nodular mesopodium,
the sarcopterygian ancestral fin skeleton is entirely made of long bones.
Accordingly, the presumed primitive pattern ofHox gene expression in sarcop-
terygian fins would consist of both a single Hoxd phase (green) and the over-
lapping expression of Hoxa11 and Hoxa13 (shown here as stripes). Tetrapod
limbs may have evolved an autopod after the segregation of the Hoxa11
(blue) and Hoxa13 (red) domains and the emergence of a second global regu-
lation for Hoxd genes. The nonoverlap between both phases of Hoxd gene
expression resulted in the formation of a mesopodium, and hence the neces-
sary articulation.
Limb Wing
MAD MAD
Figure 3. Hox Genes and the Genetics of MADness
In the chicken limb, digit I is the shortest likely due to absence of Hoxd10,
Hoxd11, and Hoxd12 (yellow) expression. In the chicken wing, three digits
develop with a recognizable morphology with the shortest positioned at the
anterior side. The morphology thus suggests that the Most Anterior Digit
(MAD) is digit I. Embryological evidence however indicates that it develops
from the second digital condensation and should thus be considered digit II
(Burke and Feduccia, 1997). However, upon loss of the most anterior digit
DI, DII (black in limb) shifts into the most anterior position (black in wing),
thereby creating a new MAD. Because the most anterior digital condensation
will always receive a lower Hox dose, due to the underlying regulatory mech-
anism, it will always develop a short ‘‘DI morphology.’’ Here again, gene
expression cannot be used to trace homologous relationships between digits
of different species, and the MAD will be defined by the exposure to the lowest
HOX concentration, regardless of its relative ‘‘identity’’ (digit I or II, etc).
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ing the dinosaurs to bird transition. Birds have three digits in
their wings, and developmental patterns indicate that the MAD
corresponds in fact to digit II of the pentadactylous forelimbs
(Burke and Feduccia, 1997), a correspondence further sup-
ported by the transient presence of a digit I rudiment in devel-
oping wings (e.g., Welten et al., 2005). However, this bird ‘‘digit
II’’ does not transcribe any Hoxd genes besides Hoxd13, an
expression pattern which qualifies it as digit I, as defined above.
Wagner and Gauthier (1999) proposed a solution to this conflict,
arguing that a frameshift occurred such that the most anterior
digit of the wing develops at the position of digit II, yet with the
program of digit I, and hence should be considered as a wrongly
placed digit I. Here again, mechanistic considerations can help
clarify the issue.
Unlike Hoxa genes, Hoxd genes have expression domains
skewed toward the posterior limb margin, reflecting the effect
of Shh signaling. Shh itself is transcribed posteriorly, in the
limb, partially in response to HOX proteins produced during theearly phase (Mackem and Knezevic, 1999; Za´ka´ny et al., 2004;
Tarchini et al., 2006). In turn SHH directs the AP expansion of
the autopod and quantitatively regulates the late phase of
Hoxd expression, resulting in the absence of Hoxd12 to
Hoxd10 in the most anterior cells, those located opposite the
source of SHH. Therefore, the AP polarity of the limb cannot
be disconnected from its growth, and the asymmetric expres-
sion of Hoxd12 to Hoxd10 is an intrinsic property of Shh
signaling, a constraint imposed by the logic of the regulatory
system (Tarchini et al., 2006). As a consequence, every tetrapod
hand or foot, regardless of its digit number (provided it is more
than one), will display this unbalanced Hoxd gene expression,
and hence will have digits of distinct morphologies, unless the
Shh pathway is modified in one way or another. Because one
effect of the late phase of Hoxd gene expression is to elongate
digital bones, the most anterior digit will always be (among) the
shortest, independently of its developmental origin (Figure 3).
The ‘‘identification’’ of digits for phylogenetic purposes can
thus hardly rely upon expression patterns only (Coates, 1993),
which are not directly associated with particular digits, but
instead with the general regulatory strategy that gives rise to
the pattern in the autopodial field.Is the Thumb Part of the Carpus?
Hoxd13 for instance is the only Hoxd gene transcribed in
presumptive digit I. Yet the MAD is not functionally characterized
by the expression of Hoxd13, whose absence can be largely
compensated for by the gain of function of Hoxd12 in anterior
cells, giving rise to an almost genuine thumb (Kmita et al.,
2002). Instead, the MAD is defined by a reduced dose ofDevelopmental Cell 18, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 529
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Hoxd12 or Hoxd11 anteriorly elongates the thumb toward the
shape of other digits (Morgan et al., 1992; Knezevic et al.,
1997). Also, the inactivation of Hoxd13 alone does not preclude
the formation of a thumb (albeit one that is short, misshapen, and
lacking joints; Dolle´ et al., 1993) because, in addition to a low
dose of HOXD products, MADness is determined by the expres-
sion of Hoxa13, whose inactivation leads to thumb agenesis
(Fromental-Ramain et al., 1996).
In this view, the extension of transcriptional activation of
Hoxd13 anteriorly (reverse collinearity) is critical, for it slightly
elongates the MAD and allows joints to appear. In the case of
the big toe, the inactivation of Hoxd13 transforms the metatarsal
into a nonelongated, round-shaped bone, as if the absence of
Hoxd genes would transform ‘‘long’’ bones into mesopodial
elements, which normally expressHoxa13 only. In genetic terms,
the MAD may be as related to the carpus as it is to its neighboring
digits, in particular in those species where expression of Hoxd13
is expectedly low anteriorly, associated with a short and poorly
elongated thumb. In these cases, Hoxa13 would be the major
determinant (Figure 2). In contrast, a re-enforced expression of
Hoxd13 in the presumptive MAD, on the top of Hoxa13, may
have allowed a more elaborated thumb to develop in species
wherein such a structure would have an adaptive value.
Limb elements associated with the low Hox zone have under-
gone interesting evolutionary modifications. One is the enlarge-
ment of a carpal bone to act as an additional digit either in
pandas or in moles, an adaptation to a fossorial existence
(Gould, 1980; Galis et al., 2001; Sa´nchez-Villagra and Menke,
2005). This change in morphology may have been caused by
a shift in expression of the second phase of Hoxd genes into
the presumptive territories for these bones. Conversely, an
expansion of carpal identity is observed in mesozoic marine
reptiles, the most extreme case being ichthyosauri, where the
complete distal fin consists of arrays of nodular bones lacking
a perichondrium (Caldwell, 1997). A loss of the second phase
of expression could have been associated with this shift from
digital to carpal identity. Accordingly, the mouse spdh mutant,
caused by a polyalanine expansion in Hoxd13 leading to the
functional inactivation of several Hox genes (Bruneau et al.,
2001), exhibits a transformation of digits toward nodular-like
bones (Muragaki et al., 1996; Villavicencio-Lorini et al., 2010).
Conclusions
Both the fin to limb transition and the question of digital identity
illustrate a recurrent problem in the young field of Evo-Devo that
is apparent whenever expression patterns are interpreted
without a full consideration of the underlying mechanisms
(discussed in Arthur, 2002; De Robertis, 2008). In order to infer
deeply homologous relationships (senso Shubin et al., 2009), it
is essential that a phylogeny of regulations be established,
much in the same way precise modifications in defined regula-
tory sequences can be associated with variations in morpholog-
ical patterns (e.g., Prud’homme et al., 2006). Whether the
tetrapod autopod is a neomorphic structure (senso Sordino
et al., 1995) or preexisted in sarcopterygian fishes in one form
or another (Johanson et al., 2007) cannot be solved by the
mere contemplation of expression patterns and thus remains
to be determined. Future studies on the underlying cis-regulation530 Developmental Cell 18, April 20, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc.in fishes will indicate whether our digits were built as modifica-
tions (adaptations) of both preexisting radials and their regula-
tory circuitry or, alternatively, if they appeared along with the
emergence of a novel regulatory mechanism, which added
both these structures and the associated articulation to the distal
tip of preexisting endoskeletal elements present in ancestral fins.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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